Field evaluation of a Portable Fine Particle Concentrator (PFPC) for ice nucleating particle measurements
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Abstract

The custom-built Portable Fine Particle Concentrator (PFPC) is evaluated for the measurement of ice nucleating particles (INPs) in the atmosphere. The concentrations of INPs in remote regions of the atmosphere are very low, often close to instrumental detection limits. The PFPC is a dual slit-nozzle virtual impactor where particles are concentrated from an input flow of 250 LPM (litres per minute) into an output flow of 10 LPM. The enrichment factors for ambient particles with diameters between 0.4 and 2.5 µm were found to be 21 ± 5 at sea level and 18 ± 2 at a field station 3580 meters above sea level for the PFPC operated in horizontal configuration. Similar enhancement factors (16 ± 5) in the concentrations of INPs measured by the Horizontal Ice Nucleation Chamber at the high altitude station were observed when the air mass was characterized by high numbers of particles larger than 0.5 µm. When the number size distribution was dominated by particles smaller than 0.5 µm, the INP enrichment factor was considerably lower. Corroborating short-term measurements were provided by additional INP-measuring instruments, the Fast Ice Nucleus CHamber and the Frankfurt Ice Deposition Freezing Experiment. Results from two aerosol mass spectrometers also indicate significant particle enhancement using the PFPC. These results indicate that the PFPC can be usefully deployed to improve the detection efficiency of ambient INP measurements.

Introduction

The Earth’s atmosphere hosts many different aerosol particle types, varying greatly in size, composition and number depending on their sources and atmospheric processing conditions. A small subset of these particles has characteristics which enable them to facilitate ice formation under atmospheric conditions and such particles are referred to as ice nucleating particles (INPs).
Ice-forming processes are highly relevant for cloud formation (Kanji et al. 2017; Pruppacher and Klett 1997) and are directly linked to the effects that clouds have on the Earth’s climate by influencing radiative forcing (Korolev et al. 2017; Boucher et al. 2013) and precipitation formation (Mülmenstädt et al. 2015). Mineral dust and combustion particles as well as biological particles (e.g. bacteria, pollen, and fungal spores, phytoplankton exudates) have been found to contribute to ice formation in the atmosphere by heterogeneous ice nucleation (Kanji et al. 2017; Hoose and Möhler 2012).

To implement meaningful representations of ice nucleation processes in climate models, more information about INP abundance and pathways of ice formation is required (Boucher et al. 2013), especially in regions with low INP concentration such as the Arctic (e.g. Prenni et al. 2009; Rogers et al. 2001). INP measurements are often constrained by the limit of detection (LOD) of available instrumentation (Cziczo et al. 2017). For example, Continuous Flow Diffusion Chambers (CFDCs), an online method which is widely used to study INPs, have difficulties detecting INP concentrations of <1 L^{-1}, a typical INP concentration in the free troposphere and remote regions of the atmosphere (Cziczo et al. 2017; Lacher et al. 2017; Boose et al. 2016a; DeMott et al. 2016). Furthermore, systematic bias in available data sets may be present, given that data below an instrument LOD are often neglected (Boose et al. 2016b).

Whether a measurement is above the LOD of an instrument is determined by the instrument-specific signal-to-noise ratio. Longer sampling times may improve the measurements by increasing the precision of the measurement or by increasing the signal to noise ratio. The latter is possible due to a decrease in noise (which is Poisson distributed) with longer sampling times thus lowering the LOD. For online INP instrumentation, an extended sampling time increases the sampled volume and thus the signal, though sacrifices the temporal resolution of the
measurement, leading to a loss of information on short-term variability of INP concentrations. Offline freezing measurement techniques such as cold stages or drop freezing arrays (Cziczo et al. 2017; Budke and Koop 2015; Bigg 1953) generally have lower LODs than online methods and are highly sensitive in determining INPs activating at warmer temperatures. However, offline methods often require extended collection times and sample storage prior to measurement. This constrains the ability of filter sampling methods to measure short-term changes in INP concentrations that occur with variable environmental conditions.

Both online and offline methods can benefit from particle enrichment upstream of the measurements. The advantage for offline methods is that a shorter sampling time is needed, resulting in a higher time resolution; the signal-to-noise of online INP instruments can be enhanced without the need to increase the sampling time. Enrichment can be achieved through virtual impaction particle concentrators which, enrich the number of ambient particles from a high volume flow into a low volume flow (Loo and Cork 1988). For the most part, particle concentrators have been used for health and toxicology studies where the influence of aerosols on the respiratory and cardiovascular system is examined (e.g. Demokritou et al. 2003; Sioutas et al. 1995). More recent studies applied particle concentrators for online atmospheric aerosol measurements (e.g. Saarikoski et al. 2014) and for INP measurements (e.g. McCluskey et al. 2017, 2018; Suski et al. 2018; DeMott et al. 2017; Boose et al. 2016a; Prenni et al. 2013; Tobo et al. 2013). In particular, a 3-stage concentrator first described in Prenni et al. (2013) and Tobo et al. (2013) and based on the principal of virtual impaction, has been used in several field and lab studies in different environments, including agricultural fields, forest and marine environments. These initial studies reported an enrichment of INP concentrations over ambient values of a value of 103. Also, we note that aerodynamic lenses also lead to particle concentration (Liu et
al. 1995). However, they generally have a large pressure drop across the lens which can potentially lead to the desorption of surface sorbed species, thus affecting the ice nucleation abilities of the particles.

We present in this paper an evaluation of a new Portable Fine Particle Concentrator (PFPC) for atmospheric INP measurements. Described below, the PFPC is built along the design by Sioutas et al. (1995). The instrument's ability to concentrate particles as a function of particle diameter is evaluated in the laboratory at sea level. Then, experiments are presented for the use of the concentrator at high elevation (3580 meters above sea level (asl)) as part of a field campaign, where enrichment factors (EFs) for INPs, ambient particle concentration, and aerosol mass spectrometer particle composition were measured.

**Figure 1**

**Experimental**

**Portable Fine Particle Concentrator (PFPC)**

The PFPC is a two-stage concentrator designed and built at Harvard University, and based on the design of Sioutas et al. (1995). The total inlet flow is 250 LPM, and the total outlet flow is 10 LPM. Across each stage, the flow is split into a major flow and a minor flow, at a ratio of roughly 5:1. The major flow, containing the gas phase and smaller particles, is pumped away whereas the minor flow contains the concentrated (larger) particles (see Figure 1). The two slit-nozzle virtual impactors combine to concentrate particles in the particle diameter range of 0.1-2.5 µm (Sioutas et al. 1995). Enrichment is not as efficient for the smallest sized particles because they more readily follow the streamlines of the gas flow and so most exit with the major
flow. Due to inertia, larger particles can cross the flow streamlines and are concentrated. The total pressure drop across both stages was measured upon fabrication to be 9.5 hPa and therefore negligible chemical or physical alteration of the particles should occur. Each slit stage consists of an acceleration slit 0.33 mm wide, a collection slit 0.51 mm wide and a 0.51 mm gap between them. Each concentrator stage operates by minimizing aerosol losses while removing eighty percent of the total air flow.

In its original configuration, the virtual impactor stages were in a vertical configuration, with the particle flow directed downwards across the stages. For field deployment, this setup was changed to a horizontal flow setup to account for the available space and inlet configuration at the sampling site. A schematic of the two concentrator stages is shown in Figure 1; side and top view drawings with dimensions are provided in the online Supplemental Information Figure S1. If required, larger particles of diameters >2.5 µm or >10 µm can be removed upstream of the concentrator stages by conventional (i.e. non-virtual) impactors. The conventional impactors to remove particles larger than 2.5 µm or 10 µm were not applied in this study. Enrichment of these larger particles will occur but was not characterized in this work given the possibility of large line losses for such large particles in the setup used.

The concentrator is housed on a mobile aluminium cart 61-cm-wide by 84-cm-deep by 122-cm-high; the total weight of the unit, including the cart, pumps and concentrator stages is 140 kg. The weight of the concentrator largely arises from two pumps that pull the two major flows in the impactors. The first stage pump is a Busch SV1016 C (317 LPM, 0.75 HP) and the second is a Gast G588 (170 LPM, 0.75 HP). Additionally, installed is a FarHawk sound-dampened enclosure, a muffler on the pumps, and a HEPA filter on the exhaust outlet. When configured in the horizontal configuration, the inlet port (4.45 cm i.d.) is 107 cm from the floor. All
measurements using the PFPC were started after a 30-minute warm-up phase.

**Laboratory evaluation**

Tests were performed at the University of Toronto (~80 m asl), with the PFPC set up to characterize the size-dependent particle enrichment using particles present in room air with no additional inlet connected in-line. A compact scanning mobility particle sizer unit (SMPS, TSI Model 3034, time resolution 2:15 min) was used to measure particles of sizes between 50-400 nm mobility diameter, and two optical particle counters (OPC, MetOne, Model GT-526S) were used to detect particles of diameters between 0.35 to 2.5 µm optical diameter. Side-by-side measurements of the two OPCs were performed to ensure similar sizing abilities, and the results are shown in the online Supplemental Information Figure S2. Particle concentrations were measured up- and down-stream of the PFPC for each set of instruments. Downstream of the PFPC, instruments were connected using conductive tubing (either 5- or 6.4-mm i. d.) with a total length of 39 cm and 13 cm for measurements using the horizontal and vertical PFPC configurations, respectively.

For both laboratory and field measurements, it was ensured that the pressure ratios between the intake and outlet flow of each stage were kept constant for all measurements. Pressure is measured using pressure readings against atmosphere after stage I and before and after stage II, as shown in Figure 1(a). Line loss calculations for the flows from the PFPC to the individual instruments were performed using the Particle Loss Calculator described in Von Der Weiden et al. (2009). The line losses for all laboratory and field measurements were below 10% for all tubing configurations.
Evaluation at high elevation

An evaluation of the PFPC for low INP abundance was desirable and its operation at high elevation was tested. The PFPC was deployed inside the Sphinx Observatory at the High Altitude Research Station Jungfraujoch in the Swiss Alps (46° 32’53”N, 7° 59’2”E) located 3580 m asl. Evaluation tests were carried out as part of the CLACE/INUIT (CLACE: Cloud and Aerosol Characterization Experiment; INUIT: Ice Nuclei research Unit) field campaign in January and February 2017 (15.01.2017 – 21.02.2017). The observatory experiences free-tropospheric conditions during 60-80% of the winter time when vertical lifting of air masses from the planetary boundary layer are less likely to reach the station (Boose et al. 2016a; Herrmann et al. 2015; Zellweger et al. 2003). The INP concentration in the free troposphere is generally low and often close to the LOD of online INP counters (Lacher et al. 2018; Boose et al. 2016a).

The concentrator was located inside the observatory building and assembled in the horizontal configuration (see Figure 2). A heated inlet (3-m long, inner diameter of 6 cm; see Weingartner et al. (1999)) was mounted vertically from the rooftop to the window with a bend of 90° at the lower end before being directed through the window to the horizontal inlet of the PFPC. The inlet line outside the building was heated to 25 °C and was equipped with a heated snow-cap to prevent freezing and clogging of the PFPC slits. Measurements were taken during in-cloud and out-of-cloud conditions. With the inlet being heated at all times, ice crystal residuals sampled during in-cloud conditions may have contributed to the number of INPs detected as the inlet evaporates cloud droplets and ice crystals. As with the measurements at the University of Toronto, the PFPC performance was tested using a SMPS (time resolution 1:06 min) consisting of a CPC (TSI 3772) and a DMA (TSI 3082) to detect particles of 50-400 nm mobility diameter.
and an OPC (MetOne, GT-526S) for the range of 0.35 to 2.5 μm particles (optical diameter). The SMPS and OPC measurements were conducted sequentially upstream and downstream of the PFPC over 30-minute time periods using 6.35 mm-i.d.-conductive tubing of a total length of 167 cm for the SMPS setup and 85 cm for the connection of the OPC, where both lines also consisted of two isokinetic splits. For the upstream measurements, the sampling line included the heated inlet.

As part of the CLACE/INUIT 2017 measurements, the PFPC was deployed periodically upstream of the Horizontal Ice Nucleation Chamber (HINC) (Lacher et al. 2018). HINC (Lacher et al. 2017) detected INPs at a temperature of 242 K and relative humidity of 104% with respect to water with a 8-second residence time of particles inside the chamber. INP measurements with the HINC were conducted over a period of typically 6 hours for 30 days. They were bracketed by approximately 30-minute intervals at the beginning and the end of most days with the HINC attached to the Global Atmospheric Watch total aerosol inlet at the Sphinx Observatory to detect unconcentrated INPs. All HINC measurements were taken downstream of a molecular sieve diffusion dryer, connected via a line 129 cm long and 6.35 mm inner diameter. INP concentrations detected by HINC during CLACE/INUIT 2017 were in the range 0.01 – 233 /L with a mean (median) 2.6 (0.5) /L. Estimated errors in INP concentrations are ±17%. A detailed account of the experimental procedure for field measurements with HINC are presented in (Lacher et al. 2017). A second INP chamber, the Fast Ice Nucleus CHamber (FINCH) based on the principle of a continuous flow mixing chamber and described elsewhere (Bundke et al. 2008) was operated downstream of the PFPC between February 16 and 20. FINCH was connected to the PFPC using a 5.5 mm-i.d.-conductive tubing of a total length of 295 cm; estimated errors in the INP concentrations are less than 25%. FINCH INP measurements were conducted above
water saturation at the mean temperature of either 244 or 249 K. Ambient INP concentrations measured by FINCH and included in the data set presented were 2.8 INPs/L and 3.0 INPs/L. The Frankfurt Ice Deposition Freezing Experiment FRIDGE, described in Schrod et al. (2016), sampled six samples downstream of the PFPC between February 9 and 19 (line length 190 cm, inner diameter 5.5 mm) with sampling times between 87 and 103 minutes; INP estimated errors are ±20%. FRIDGE INP measurements were conducted at 253, 248 and 243 K in deposition freezing mode. Ambient INP concentrations measured by FRIDGE at the Jungfraujoch station are in the range of 0.019 to 0.963 INPs/standard litre. Additional information about instrument operation and errors associated with each approach is available in the primary references for the instruments.

The composition of submicron, non-refractory aerosol particles was measured using a C-ToF-AMS [Compact Time-of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (Canagaratna et al. 2007; Drewnick et al. 2005)] during six-hours on February 18th 2017. The instrument combines aerodynamic focusing and flash evaporation of the particles, followed by electron impact ionization and time-of-flight mass spectrometry. Size-resolved composition measurements can be obtained using a chopper wheel to modulate the particle beam. Mass spectrum mode (for total composition) and particle time-of-flight mode (for size-resolved measurements) were recorded alternately, spending 20 seconds in mass spectrum mode and 10 seconds in particle time-of-flight mode, saving the averages after 120 seconds. Calibration of ionization efficiencies and aerodynamic sizing were conducted on site. A collection efficiency correction of 0.5 was applied to the final data. On the same day, a single particle laser ablation aerosol mass spectrometer (ALABAMA; Schmidt et al. 2017; Brands et al. 2011) was connected to the PFPC. Briefly, ALABAMA is made up of an aerodynamic lens to focus the incoming particles, a two stage detection laser
system to trigger a Nd:YAG laser (266 nm) and a bipolar Z-shaped time-of-flight mass spectrometer. Additionally, the two detection lasers allow to ascertain a vacuum aerodynamic diameter of sampled particles. During the CLACE/INUIT-2017 field campaign particles in the size range between about 200 and 1800 nm were detected with ALABAMA.

For the measurements described in this paper, all INP instruments as well as the C-ToF-AMS and ALABAMA measured particles alternating between the total aerosol inlet and the PFPC inlet; measurement times for ALABAMA are provided in Table S2. A schematic of the flow setup with the all instruments connected to the PFPC is given in Figure 2. Continuous atmospheric measurements at the station included particle number size distributions for ambient air using an optical particle sizer (OPS) operated by the Global Atmospheric Watch program and attached to the total aerosol inlet.

Results and Discussion

Ambient particle enrichment factors

The performance of the PFPC is described in terms of particle EFs defined as the ratio of ambient particle concentrations measured downstream to those measured upstream of the PFPC. EFs are calculated for each set of measurements performed with the different instruments listed above. Calculated EFs from SMPS and OPC measurements plotted against particle diameter are shown in Figure 3. Smaller particles (50 nm to 400 nm) were measured with the SMPS and their size corresponds to mobility diameter while larger particles were measured using the OPC and sizes correspond to optical diameters. The average EF value and its standard deviation in these
plots are derived by taking the average over individual EF values. In the case of all the SMPS measurements and the OPC measurements at Jungfraujoch, there were three series of 20 (Toronto) or 30-minute (Jungfraujoch) sampling periods alternating between downstream and upstream of the concentrator, giving rise to three EF values. In the case of the OPC measurements at Toronto, average EF values were determined from the individual simultaneous measurements made over one hour both upstream and downstream of the concentrator, where the time resolution of the OPC is five seconds.

As expected for inertial impactors, there is a strong size dependency of the EFs where large particles are concentrated more efficiently than small particles. Specifically, for the PFPC under both horizontal and vertical configuration and at all altitudes, EFs were highest for particle diameters between 0.4 µm and 2.5 µm diameter. The EF for the vertical configuration at sea level is 25 ± 6 (uncertainty is one standard deviation) over this diameter range while for the horizontal setup an enrichment factor of 21 ± 5 is obtained. At the high-altitude site, the EF for large particles with particle diameters between 0.4 µm and 2.5 µm is 18 ± 2 for the PFPC operated in horizontal configuration. The higher EFs achieved with the vertical set-up of the PFPC compared to its horizontal configuration are likely due to fewer gravitational losses in the unit when the airflow is directed downward. The variability in the EFs does not arise from variations in flows which are indirectly monitored through pressure readings up and downstream of the concentrator slits. Rather, we believe that it primarily arises when sampling ambient particles from changing concentrations of the particles in the air being sequentially sampled with and without the concentrator.
In general, the behaviour of aerosol particles in a gas flow is characterized by their Stokes number (e.g. Seinfeld and Pandis 2006; Hinds 1999). Particles with large Stokes numbers tend to continue their movement in a straight line, whereas particles having small Stokes numbers tend to follow the gas stream. Since the Stokes number is proportional to the square of the particle diameter, we expect that small particles are less efficiently enriched by the concentrator. This can be seen in the data where for particle diameters below 0.3 µm, the PFPC’s ability for inertial separation is weaker, leading to overall lower EFs than for larger particles at all altitudes (Figure 3). The Stokes number is also proportional to the Cunningham correction (Seinfeld and Pandis 2006; Hinds 1999), which in general is increasing with decreasing pressure. This effect should thus lead to better enrichment of small particles at high altitude. We note that at high altitude, particles below 0.3 µm are more enriched than at low altitude. The similar EFs at 250 and 350 nm likely arise from experimental variability.

Figure 3

*Ice nucleating particle enrichment factors*

For specific times during the campaign, three INP measuring instruments were attached to the PFPC. To quantitatively investigate the comparison of the INP EFs determined from these different instruments, we would ideally account for changes in the number size distribution of the ambient INPs. As this quantity is unknown, we use the full- number size distribution of the ambient particles as a surrogate, i.e. if the particle number size distribution is shifted to larger particle diameters, we hypothesize that both the INP sizes and the measured EFs will be larger too (DeMott et al. 2010).
To illustrate the form of the size distribution, we plot the cumulative fraction (CF) of the ambient particle number size distribution using the OPS data measured at the station. The justification for using this data set, which reports particle diameters from 0.3 µm to 10 µm, is that INPs are generally present in the larger particles. This concept is used for example by DeMott et al. (2010) in the development of a parameterization for INP concentrations in the atmosphere where the number concentrations of particles larger than 0.5 µm diameter are used. Specifically, we define the CF$_{x,y}$ as the fraction of the total particle concentration that is smaller than a specific particle diameter y nm (but larger than diameter x nm). For this work, we choose the diameter y to be 579 nm, i.e. CF$_{300-579}$, in correspondence with the size criterion used in the DeMott et al. (2010) parameterization. The conclusions we draw below from Figure 4 are the same as for CF$_{300-465}$ and CF$_{300-721}$ (see Figures S3 and S4). Number size distributions are shown in Figure S5 in the online Supplemental Information for times when the CF$_{300-579}$ is above and below 0.95. In particular, Figure 4 contains data over the measurement period from January 15 to January 22, 2017. Plotted are the INP EFs from the three different INP measurement techniques versus the CF$_{300-579}$ values. The uncertainties in the plot are one standard deviation values calculated for the vertical axis from the individual uncertainties of the INP measurements and for the horizontal axis from individual OPS measurements. The averaging times for the calculated CF values correspond to the respective measurement periods of the INP instruments and are typically 50 minutes for HINC data (20 minutes total inlet followed by 10 minutes background, and 20 minutes concentrator) and between one and six hours for FINCH and FRIDGE measurements.

Overall, the data in Figure 4 exhibit expected behavior consistent with the particle-diameter-dependent EF values presented above. Specifically, focusing on the HINC data which are more numerous, it is seen that EFs were smaller when CF$_{300-579}$ converges to unity (CF$_{300-579} > 0.95$),
i.e. hence the size distribution is shifted to smaller diameters and 95% of the particles are smaller than the selected threshold of 579 nm. This is consistent with there being few large ice active particles present and most INPs may have diameters below 579 nm. As a result, the INP EF is correspondingly lower. Conversely, when the CF\textsubscript{300-579} values are lower, more large particles are present in the airmass. In this condition, for CF\textsubscript{300-579} < 0.95, higher EFs are observed with some variability (EF = 16±5).

We note that aside from one FRIDGE data point at high CF\textsubscript{300-579} values, the data from the FINCH and FRIDGE instruments show generally the same behavior as those from HINC, which strengthens the finding of being able to infer an INP diameter range from the CFs. This occurs even though the different instruments may be probing different sizes of INPs.

Figure 4

Aerosol mass/composition enrichment factors

Given that there is a particle diameter-dependence to the EFs, it is interesting to evaluate whether there is a compositional change arising in the particles after passing through the concentrator. To evaluate this effect, the C-ToF-AMS and ALABAMA were coupled to the output of the concentrator on one day of measurements. For the C-ToF-AMS, the time series of those measurements is shown in Figure S6 in the online Supplemental Information where the time intervals used to evaluate the C-ToF-AMS EFs were chosen to be 10 minutes, alternating between ambient air and concentrated air. The four measurements result in two EFs, which are presented in Table S1 (online Supplemental Information). By averaging aerosol mass signals arising from the C-ToF-AMS over these periods, the following C-ToF-AMS EFs were measured:
5.4 ± 2.3 for the mass of the organic component and 8.2 ± 1.3 (standard error of the mean, i.e. one standard deviation) for the mass of the sulfate component (see Figure 5). Apparently, there is not a large composition dependence in the C-ToF-AMS measurements.

Figure 5

We note that these C-ToF-AMS EFs are smaller than those described above for the INP EFs with low CF\textsubscript{300-579} values because the peak in the C-ToF-AMS mass distribution is between 0.3 and 0.4 µm vacuum aerodynamic diameter (see Figure S7 and S8 in the online SI). The INP EFs are of comparable magnitude when CF\textsubscript{300-579} is high, i.e. presumably smaller INPs dominate by number under such conditions. The particles are largely organic in composition and thus we assume their density is on the order of 1.2-1.4 g/cm\textsuperscript{3}. In that case, the corresponding peak mobility diameters are between roughly 0.2 and 0.3 µm. The observed particle EF (see Figure 2) is somewhere between 5 and 10, i.e. in good agreement with the observations. To within experimental uncertainties, the similarity in the EF values for the sulfate and organics components is consistent with those components being internally mixed within the particles.

From the ALABAMA instrument, the time periods of measurements are provided in Table S2 and EFs for different particle types (clusters) are illustrated in Figure 6, where the median vacuum aerodynamic diameter is shown on the upper horizontal axis and the cluster label is given on the lower horizontal axis. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the composition of each particle cluster but two clusters, C12 and C0, are discussed in Text S 1. Briefly, the mass
spectral character for C12 is that of elemental carbon particles that have not experienced considerable atmospheric aging. This is consistent with the size of this cluster being small, 427 nm vacuum aerodynamic diameter. By comparison, C0 particles are larger (899 nm) and have a mixed organic/ammonium sulfate character indicative of atmospheric aging. It is seen that the ALABAMA EFs are dependent to a large degree upon the diameters of the particles with larger EFs generally associated with larger particles. The abundance of each particle cluster as a function of particle diameter is shown in Figure S9. The main point illustrated by Figure 6 is that the EF may be dependent upon the composition of the particle, to the degree that particle composition and size are related to each other.

Figure 6

Conclusions

This paper describes the first deployment of the PFPC to measure INP abundance in remote regions. For ambient particles of diameters between 0.4 and 2.5 μm, the PFPC has EFs of 18 ± 2 for horizontal operation at high altitude, and 25 ± 6 and 21 ± 5 when operated at sea level in the vertical and horizontal configurations, respectively. EFs for INPs, as measured by the HINC continuous flow diffusion chamber at a high-altitude site, were 16 ± 5 when the air mass contained higher proportions of larger particles (CF$_{300-579}$ < 0.95), whereas this value was smaller when the aerosol number size distribution was shifted to small particle diameters (CF$_{300-579}$ > 0.95). Similar behaviour was observed with the FRIDGE and FINCH INP-counting instruments. This significant degree of INP enrichment occurs with only 9.5 hPa pressure drop relative to ambient conditions, indicating that minimal alteration to the composition of individual aerosol particles will occur during concentration. C-ToF-AMS measurements confirm that there is not a
statistically significant alteration to the sulfate-to-organic ratios upon concentration. Nevertheless, single particle mass spectrometry measurements by the ALABAMA instrument indicate that the composition of the concentrated flow will be different from the unconcentrated air when viewed across a wide range of particle types, dependent on the diameter of the particles being concentrated. However, for size-resolved composition measurements, the size-dependent enrichment can be corrected such that the initial composition of the aerosol can be determined.

These initial measurements indicate that the PFPC can be profitably applied to field studies to shorten the time required for INP measurements and to improve signal-to-noise ratios. This will be particularly useful for measurements at higher temperatures where the concentrations of INPs are lower, or for measurement locations where INP concentrations are particularly low, e.g. far away from INP source regions. As an example, the LOD of the HINC instrument with unconcentrated aerosol is typically 0.8/L. This value drops to 0.04/L with the use of the PFPC for particles larger than 400 nm in diameter (EF of ~20). The PFPC is portable and provides 10 LPM of output flow so that several instruments can simultaneously sample from its output. It can be used not only to enhance concentrations of INPs but for composition measurements as well.

We can compare the performance of the PFPC with that of a commercial virtual impactor concentrator (MSP Inc., Model 4240) which was used in prior INP field studies (e.g. Prenni et al. 2013; Tobo et al. 2013). In particular, the INP enrichment factor from these studies is reported to be 103±41, i.e. significantly higher than the value reported here. This is achieved via a comparably large input flow but with an output flow of roughly 1 LPM, i.e. smaller than the 10 LPM value for the PFPC. Both units have characterized the concentration of ambient particles,
with the maximum enrichment factor for the MSP Inc. unit reached at approximately 1 μm aerodynamic diameter, and the corresponding value for the PFPC is approximately 0.5 μm optical diameter at Jungfraujoch. Both are portable units, but an advantage of the MSP Inc. unit is that it is commercially available, whereas the PFPC is custom fabricated.

We point out that the INP concentration factor was $16 \pm 5$ when the air mass was characterized by ambient aerosol distributions with $CF_{300-579} < 0.95$. This INP EF value needs to be confirmed via additional field campaigns, in particular in varied environmental settings where the size distribution of the INPs may be different. There will be added confidence in the INP concentrations measured using the concentrator if this INP concentration factor in other settings is found to be consistent for this $CF_{300-579}$ criterion, i.e. presumably there are not a large number of INPs smaller than this particle size.

As a result, for application of the PFPC in future studies, we recommend that air mass aerosol size distributions should be monitored throughout the field campaign in order to derive CF values. This is an easy measurement to implement using widely available optical particle sizing instruments that size down to 300 nm. If the INP concentrations are high, then daily measurements for 30 minutes to an hour of the non-concentrated INP values are useful, to derive INP enrichment factors. These INP EFs can then be compared to those measured in this work. As well, we recommend that aerosol size-dependent enrichment factors be measured using an OPC and a SMPS up- and downstream of the PFPC, as was done in this study. This is necessary to confirm that the concentrator is working as it should. In clean remote regions, these measurements should be performed once per week for approximately 30 minutes as the PFPC
slits did not show any signs of clogging in clean atmospheric conditions. However, for polluted regions or those with high aerosol loading, we recommend determining the aerosol EF values once daily, again for approximately 30 minutes.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the PFPC stages, each consisting of a two slit-nozzle. The inlet flow is 250 LPM and particles are concentrated into a 10 LPM outlet flow. Major flows represent unconcentrated air being removed by the pumps. Flow settings of the PFPC are monitored by three pressure readings against atmosphere. (b) Horizontal configuration of the PFPC and (c) vertical configuration of the PFPC. Air flows through the size selective inlet, either PM 10 or 2.5, then the two-stage slit nozzle concentrator. Flows are manually controlled using differential pressure gauges to monitor flow rates. The cylinder for the two optional impactors for 2.5 µm and 10 µm particles is in the front of the PFPC rack (right hand side) and the pressure readings on the left-hand side. A schematic with dimensions of the stages is provided in Figure S1 (online Supplemental Information).
Figure 2. Schematic of the flow setup at the Sphinx Observatory for measurements of different INP and particle instruments downstream of the PFPC and the total aerosol inlet.
Figure 3. Measured particle EFs for the horizontal and vertical configuration of the PFPC. At Jungfraujoch only the horizontal configuration was available, where characterisation measurements at Toronto were taken in both horizontal and vertical configurations. Data obtained from SMPS measurements (mobility diameter) are represented with open symbols and data from OPC measurements (optical diameter) are shown by filled symbols. The horizontal position of each point is the mid-point of the particle diameter bin analysed. The error bars are standard error of the mean, i.e. one standard deviation. The systematic uncertainty is likely 14%, as calculated from estimated errors in the particle concentrations.
Figure 4. INP EFs determined from measurements with the HINC, FRIDGE and FINCH instruments plotted against the calculated cumulative fraction (CF$_{300-579}$) obtained for 579 nm particles from the OPS data. The CF is the fraction of the number size distribution that is smaller than the size specified. For example, a CF$_{300-579}$ of 0.9 indicates that 90% of the particles for that measurement were 579 nm in diameter or smaller (but larger than 300 nm, the lower size limit of the OPC).
Figure 5. Average enrichment factors for the organic and sulfate components of particles measured with the C-ToF-AMS.
Figure 6. Enrichment factors measured for individual particle types (clusters) by the ALABAMA instrument. The clusters are ordered according to their median particle diameter from smallest to largest. The size distribution for the clusters is given in Figure S9 in the SI which uses the same colours to identify the clusters; please find the colour coded version of this figure in the online version of this publication.